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A senior adviser for health organization begins MU appointment

Glen Nowak

MIZZOU ADVANTAGE

Glen Nowak to help raise awareness of MU research, instruction

A leading expert in strategic communication in health and sciences has been named MU’s first Mizzou Advantage Distinguished
Visiting Professional.

Glen Nowak, a senior adviser at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, has accepted a part-time one-year appointment
that began Jan. 1. During the next year, Nowak will split his time between Columbia and the CDC offices in Atlanta.

With Nowak’s vast experience in media relations and health and science communication, he will collaborate with faculty and staff
across an array of disciplines to help the university increase and promote nationally and globally its research and instruction.

“I hope at the end of the day to spend time with students, media relations, and health and science communications” to aid them
in going to the next level, Nowak said.

Rolled out in January 2010, Mizzou Advantage was created to increase MU’s visibility, impact and stature in higher education,
and to foster collaboration in interdisciplinary instruction.
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Glen Cameron, the Maxine Wilson Gregory Chair in Journalism Research at the School of Journalism and scientific adviser of
the Health Communication Research Center, said Nowak is a great fit to help accomplish the goals of Mizzou Advantage.

“He’ll help us tell the story of all the fabulous things going on at MU,” Cameron said. “We are not doing enough to make
ourselves known in the national media.”

Among Nowak’s tasks will be developing research projects at the journalism school, and advising on grant proposals and health
and science communication campaigns, Cameron said.

Kristofer Hagglund, associate dean of health professions and director of the public health program, said public health
communication is a challenge because the complexity of health issues can be overwhelming to average Americans. Nowak’s
health communication experience at the CDC will be an asset to MU, he said.

“I see [Nowak] as helping us translate our research in clear, concise and easily understood messages,” Hagglund said.

Raised in Milwaukee, Nowak attended the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee, earning a BS in economics and communication
in 1982, an MA in journalism in 1987 and a PhD in mass communications in 1990.

During the 1990s, he was an associate professor of advertising and communication at the University of Georgia. While there,
Nowak advised and collaborated with the CDC on how to handle public communication on the escalating HIV/AIDS health
problem.

He joined CDC in 1999 as its associate director of communications of the National Immunization Program. In 2004 he became
the CDC’s chief of media relations, and six years later one of its senior advisers.

“Nowak’s experience gives him one foot firmly in communication, and one foot firmly in public health,” said Charles Davis, Mizzou
Advantage facilitator and associate professor of journalism.

At the CDC, Nowak developed a journalist-friendly media relations department that fostered a positive relationship between the
CDC and media outlets, encouraged collaboration among the multiple centers within the health organization, and helped make
health and science palatable to the general public.

Nowak said he’s most proud of the latter accomplishment.

“I had to get [doctors and scientists] to understand that you have to translate a lot of our science into words and phrases the
general public understands,” he said.

Besides working behind the scenes with staff and faculty, Nowak, whose first stint on campus is Feb. 27 through March 2, will
give public lectures, speak at health and science classes and work with journalism students on health reporting.
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Alumnus donates replica of King D.C. statue

MU GIFT The “Stone of Hope” replica was given to Ty Christian by Lei Yixin, who created the original King monument. Rachel
Coward photo

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.

Miniature replica is called “Stone of Hope”

The chief marketing strategist for the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial (http://www.mlkmemorial.org/) in Washington, D.C.,
donated to MU last week a miniature of the memorial.

“I never met King personally, but his work and legacy have opened doors for me,” Ty Christian, BA ’77, said at the Jan. 25
presentation held at the Missouri Theatre. “His dream has been the biggest, most humble, most honored experience of my entire
life.”

The 18-inch bronze “Stone of Hope” replica was given to Christian by Lei Yixin, who sculpted the original, for Christian’s efforts in
helping collect $120 million in donations for the National Memorial Project Foundation to raise awareness about the King
memorial.
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Christian decided to donate the statue, which is to scale of the Washington monument, to MU, which will house it in various
university buildings for the time being.

Since graduating from MU, Christian has worked in the media and communication field, including at CNN in Atlanta. He went on
to found the marketing firm TRC Consulting Group.

“The university has given me one of the greatest gifts one can receive,” Christian said. “And that gift is opportunity.”

During the presentation, several television commercials created by Christian’s group about the dedication of the monument in
Washington, D.C., were shown. One featured a black girl, wearing a pink shirt emblazoned with the words “First Female
President,” gazing at a portrait of King.

Christian said he was inspired to succeed by his grandmother, who never joined the civil rights protests, but nevertheless
endured the tribulations of a society entrenched in racism.

“She felt and dealt with the humiliation and disrespect of racism,” Christian said. “And like Dr. King, she used self-confidence and
respect for one’s self as a primary tool to overcome the challenge.

“She was consumed with the fact that she was equal to everyone,” he said. “Not better. Not worse. Equal.”

Also speaking at the event was comic Larry Wilmore, best known for his appearances on The Daily Show with Jon Stewart.
Wilmore mixed comedy and social commentary in his talk.

— Trevor Eischen
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Participants in health screening earn $100 for medical expenses

WELLNESS INCENTIVE

Two ways to complete health screening

The new wellness incentive program for faculty and staff enrolled in the University of Missouri System medical plan went into
effect in January.

April 30 is the deadline for subscribers of the plan to earn $100 in a tax-favored account to use for medical expenses this year.

All they have to do to get the credit is complete a 15-minute personal health assessment questionnaire and attend a health
screening, or send in screening information from a physician visit that occurred no earlier than last July 1, said Laura Schopp
(http://shp.missouri.edu/profiles/schopp-laura/index.php), director of Healthy for Life.  “The incentive will be available 30 days after
completing both the online health assessment and screening,” Schopp said.

“The purpose of the program is to engage faculty and staff as full and effective partners in promoting their health, and it allows for
early detection of common chronic health conditions when they are most treatable,” Schopp said. The project is a partnership
between the T.E. Atkins UM Wellness Program (http://www.umsystem.edu/curators/wellness/), the UM Office of Faculty and
Staff Benefits (http://www.umsystem.edu/ums/hr/benefits/) and the Tiger Institute (https://www.tiger-institute.org/).

Here is how to get started:

1. Create a Cerner Health Account online (http://healthyforlife.umsystem.edu). Cerner Health is a personal, confidential health
platform that allows users to maintain a personal health record. It also is where the personal health assessment must be
completed.

2.  Join Healthy for Life. After creating your account, enter your Pawprint and join the program.

3. Complete your personal health assessment and health screening.

There are two ways to complete the health screening. 

First, free screenings will be conducted on campus at scheduled times before April 30. Some dates allow walk-ins, but an
appointment is preferred and can be set up at healthyforlife.umsystem.edu.

Second, faculty and staff can have the screening completed by their primary health care providers and have the results sent to
the UM System to complete the incentive program. The form for physician screening information can be found at
wellness.umsystem.edu.

“Investing in prevention ensures that the university will have a vibrant and productive workforce to carry out our missions of
teaching, research, service and economic development,” Schopp said.
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The best way to avoid the flu this winter is to get vaccinated, doctors say

Early February is considered prime time for catching the flu, so it’s not too late to get your flu vaccination.

The flu, also known as influenza, is a viral disease that affects the respiratory system. It is contagious and spreads quickly when
infected people cough or sneeze. 

People can infect one another one day before showing symptoms and for several days after showing initial symptoms.

Each year, the flu affects an average of five percent to 20 percent of the United States population. It can cause mild to severe
illness and sometimes lead to death, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. In an average year, 35,000
people die from flu, most of whom are elderly.

Flu symptoms, which are often rapid and intense, include fever, fatigue, muscle aches, headache, dry cough, nausea, vomiting,
sore throat, chills, loss of appetite, eye pain, sneezing and a runny nose. 

“With the flu, you tend to have a higher fever and less runny nose than with a cold, and you feel much worse,” said William
Salzer, director of infectious diseases at MU.

Salzer said the flu season is unpredictable as it can vary somewhat each year.

“Seasonal flu activity usually peaks in January or February, but it can occur as early as October and as late as March,” Salzer
explained.

The best way to prevent the flu is to get vaccinated each year, even if you were vaccinated a year ago. 

“Immunity to influenza viruses declines over time and may be too low to provide protection after a year,” Salzer said.

This year’s vaccine will protect against the three influenza viruses that research indicates will be most common during the
season, he said. This includes two influenza A viruses — H1N1 and H3N2 — and an influenza B virus.

Though Columbia has not experienced a flu outbreak this winter, health care providers still recommend that people get a flu shot.

“Anyone six months of age and older who has not yet gotten a flu vaccine should get vaccinated now,” Salzer said. “It takes
about two weeks after the vaccination for your body to develop an immune response. The risks are minimal — a little sore arm
and some swelling at the injection site, but serious adverse events are extremely rare.

“The vaccine also decreases hospitalizations and deaths in the frail elderly and people with heart and lung disease,” Salzer said.

Preventive actions that can help fight flu germs

Along with getting vaccinated, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention advise people to take several commonsense
precautions to avoiding the flu: 
•  Wash your hands often with soap and water or alcohol-based cleaners, especially after you cough or sneeze. 
•  Cover your nose and mouth with a tissue or your elbow when you cough or sneeze. Dispose of tissue safely. 
•  Avoid touching your eyes, nose or mouth. 
•  Try to avoid close contact with sick people. 
•  If you get sick, stay home from work or school and limit contact with others to keep from infecting them. People with influenza-

----
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like symptoms should remain at home until they have been free of fever exceeding 100°F for at least 24 hours without the use of
fever-reducing medications or until the coughing stops.

Flu shots available

The Columbia/Boone County Department of Public Health and Human Services, at 1005 W. Worley St., is offering flu shots 8
a.m.-4:30 p.m. for children and adults. Cost for adults is $25 and for children ages six months to 18 years it’s free. For more
information, call 874-7356, or go to gocolumbiamo.com/Health/fluclinicschedule.php 
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Meditation classes and programs offer ways to cope with stress

Photo by Nic Benner CALMING MIND Health Psychologist Lynn Rossy has been studying how mindfulness relates to health
for decades.

MINDFULNESS ON CAMPUS

Professor helps people calm their minds

Try sitting and doing nothing. It’s not as easy as it sounds.

The body squirms and the mind wanders through the Rolodex of life — yesterday’s events, today’s worries, tomorrow’s demands
and all the things we should be doing rather than sitting and doing nothing.

MU health psychologist Lynn Rossy has spent most of her adult life exploring how many of us most of the time are on automatic
mental pilot, relegating us to the control of our scattered thoughts and emotions.

Rossy teaches three weekly on-campus stress reduction meditation sessions and the Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction
Program to help participants be present with their thoughts and emotions without being overwhelmed by them.

 “Meditation is about learning to be with what’s happening in your life in a new way that offers greater clarity,” Rossy said.

Meditation in America

Meditation strongly impacted American popular culture in the 1960s as more people began to explore Asian religions, such as
Buddhism and Taoism, which teach mindfulness principles.

Over the decades, many American teachers have emphasized the psychology rather than the religious and cultural aspects of
meditation, and researchers have extensively studied its physical and psychological benefits.

----
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As a graduate student, Rossy began exploring mindfulness after learning about the techniques used in the Stress Reduction
Program founded by Jon Kabat-Zinn in 1979 at the University of Massachusetts Medical Center. Rossy’s Mindfulness-Based
Stress Reduction Program, which involves a series of classes and a retreat, follows Kabat-Zinn’s model.

Along with her three weekly meditation sessions and stress-reduction program, Rossy also incorporates mindfulness techniques
in Eat for Life, a 10-week program to help people develop a more positive relationship toward food and their bodies.

In a time when traditional weight-loss programs are showing sketchy results — and 35.7 percent of adults and 16.9 percent of
children in America are obese, according to a report released last month by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention — a
program like Rossy’s may deserve a second look.

“I don’t think diets are working very well,” Rossy said.  “Your body goes into starvation mode, and those that lose a lot of weight
tend to gain it back quickly. Eat for Life is about changing one’s relationship with food in a sustainable way.”

Meditation in Heinkel

In the Heinkel Building recently, Rossy led eight people  — made up of faculty, staff and downtown workers — through a half-
hour meditation class in which participants sat quietly around an oblong meeting desk.

Rossy gave simple, brief and intermittent instructions for bringing awareness to the sensations in the body and the breath as a
way of connecting to the present. She acknowledged the tendency for the mind to wander. She suggested participants bring their
minds back to the present every time they noticed they were lost in thought. 

But mostly there was silence during the session.

Denise Bike, a graduate student in counseling psychology, has been attending the classes for three years.

“It stops me in the middle of the day and helps me hit the re-set button to deal with the stress of the day,” Bike said.

Mike Onofrio, a 1979 MU graduate, has been part of Rossy’s classes for two years.

“My thoughts can be like a squirrel caged in my head,” Onofrio said. “Here, I concentrate on my breath, and my thoughts
dissipate.”
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Students are learning at a distance through MU online program

E-LEARNING

Better online access helping e-learning grow

Last year, around 8,400 students, some thousands of miles from Columbia, traveled as far as their home computer to attend an
MU class. MU e-learners have nearly doubled in the past five years, in part because of technological advances in rural areas.
Students can now choose from 550-plus courses in more than 75 degree and certificate areas.

Conduit to campus

Many of these students are what university administrators call “place bound.” Because of financial, family or employment
obligations, they are unable to make the first-year freshman move to the MU campus, but are seeking to advance their careers.

Proponents for e-learning and other forms of distance education say the courses will provide an educated workforce where it’s
needed. About 6,600 of MU’s e-learners reside in Missouri, and the courses act as natural job feeders into the areas where the
student currently lives, rather than into larger cities.

“We’re helping to improve the educational base across the state,” said Jim Spain, interim vice provost for e-learning. “If I now
have a teacher who is a more effective educator, I think there is a broad benefit to the state as it relates to education.”

Stacy Snow, interim marketing director for Mizzou Online, said most online degree-seeking students are female, at least 26 years
old, and many are already employed.

“For good reason, a lot of people don’t want to quit their jobs right now,” Snow said. To reach out to prospective students, Snow
said marketing efforts are targeted, such as direct mailings to current teachers who may want to pursue a master’s degree.

Snow said much of the recent surge in the popularity of distance learning comes from the ability to make it happen. Slow dial-up
connections used to prevent students from obtaining their materials, especially when they used video. But national studies show
that high-speed Internet access has become more accessible than ever before, making online education a possibility for those in
remote rural areas.

“There has always been this concern that you can’t get really fancy with the techniques you’re using,” Snow said. “But the
Internet isn’t slowing us down anymore. We’re helping academic units build new programs constantly.”

Figuring out what works

Not every degree or course lends itself to natural online compatibility. Although many degrees are offered 100 percent online,
there are countless different models for “blended” or “hybrid” learning, meaning students complete some of their course work on
campus.

Currently, the College of Education, the Sinclair School of Nursing and the College of Arts and Science offer the largest portfolio
of degrees for distance education, but many other units are working to figure out ways that advanced technology can supplement
live student-teacher interaction that traditional courses offer.

Science-based courses have come under particular scrutiny as critics worry about the implications of graduating students without
hands-on laboratory training.
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Leona Rubin heads a group of professors tasked with answering some of these concerns. An associate professor of veterinary
biomedical sciences, Rubin is developing a course that will use digital imaging technology to employ a “virtual microscope” that
allows students to zoom in and out of slides on their home computer. In a veterinary medicine course on equine lameness,
another professor posted videos of horses undergoing therapy.

“It’s really neat,” Rubin said. “The students aren’t losing anything.”

However, Rubin thinks that the ideal learning environment is a blended course.

“Blended has a whole range of definitions,” she said. “There are pros and cons to both [online and traditional courses].”

Academic integrity

Spain said one of the reasons online learners gravitate toward an MU degree rather than one of the often less expensive online
options is the quality of the institution.

“We have no intentions of advancing online learning unless it meets the quality standards that we put in place for all of Mizzou,”
he said. “There are a number of institutions that are offering similar degree programs. We have a reputation that is strong and
solid as it relates to the academic quality and rigor.”

Spain said MU ranks second in the Big 12 and among the top of all public AAU universities in distance education. Since the
curricula are created and taught by MU faculty, Spain said he’s confident that online degrees will be every bit as meaningful to
students.

Educators are more concerned, Rubin said, with student self motivation. Some students find it difficult to stay disciplined when
there is no scheduled class to attend. Additionally, Rubin said many may enter under the false assumption that flexibility equals a
lighter course load.

“We work them very, very hard,” Rubin said. “Not all students are ready for online education.”

How professors are adapting

At MU, each department is responsible for creating and governing its own distance education programs.

“First the faculty have to believe that their course can be learned at a distance,” Snow said. For a time-strapped professor, the
sheer number of options may prove daunting in creating an online format.

Will your course be semester-based or self-paced? Will you facilitate a chat room? Work with the instructional design team? Utse
Blackboard?

“[Faculty] have to figure out ways to deliver the content in new and interesting ways,” Snow said. “It’s definitely more time-
consuming in the beginning.”

Rubin said she is taking all of the online training the university offers.

“There are blackboard courses available, and the [UM] System has offered three- to four-day workshops,” she said. Additionally,
Rubin plans to spend an entire week in the summer at an ET@MO (etatmo.missouri.edu) program, which helps instructors use
new technology.

“The material online is now so good, we can teach many things at a distance,” Rubin said.

“We are giving [students across the state] an opportunity to improve their knowledge-base and future.”

—Megan Cassidy
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Honors College program brings faculty and students into collaboration

GETTING TOGETHER Sophomore Pari Jafari and French Professor Mary Jo Muratore collaborated on a literary paper as part of
the Honors College’s Learning-by-Contract. Mary Fama photo

HONORS COLLEGE

Collaboration leads to published article

Last spring, an MU biology sophomore co-wrote an article with a professor.

But that’s not the amazing part.

Pari Jafari’s article was not on biology but literature. And the article has been selected for publication in an important literary
journal on Romance languages.

Jafari thanks the Learning-by-Contract program offered by MU’s Honors College for the feat, describing her experience as a way
to “have my cake and eat it, too.”

Learning-by-Contract allows students to earn honors credit by taking on a more intensive exploration of course material.

In a classroom setting, instruction tends to offer a general overview of a subject. Learning-by-Contract allows students to do an
in-depth exploration of a classroom topic that might be in the form of a research paper or an essay.

A contract is drawn up by the Honors College that explains the project in detail and is signed by the instructor and student, who
work closely together to fulfill the contract. 

Jafari’s road to published co-author began about one year ago when she took Mary Jo Muratore’s course Survey of French
Literature (19th and 20th centuries).

Muratore saw a talent in Jafari and approached her about their writing a literary article as part of Learning-by-Contract.
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“She had turned in a paper, one of the first assignments for everyone in the class, and it was just so good,” said Muratore, a
professor of French. “She had such a flair for writing that I proposed that she write an article and we would work together to get it
published.”

Muratore cautioned Jafari to keep her expectations about publication low.

“It is difficult to get things published,” Muratore said. “I tell my students that the point is not to get it accepted. The point is to put it
together, to send it out, to write the cover letter, to try it and to fail. That’s fine. You’re going to fail the first couple of times.”

Muratore outlined a plan for the article and Jafari went to work, putting together an essay examining the role that realism and
Romanticism play in the text of Honoré de Balzac’s Facino Cane.

Once completed, Muratore took what Jafari had produced, honed down the thesis, added an introduction and a conclusion, and
sent it to Romance Notes, a top-flight journal in the field of Romance languages and literatures.

Last fall, Muratore called Jafari into her office and delivered the news that their article, titled “The Perils of Plausibility in Balzac’s
Facino Cane,” had been selected for publication.

“I was a bit incredulous at first,” Jafari said.

“For an undergraduate to do this is truly extraordinary,” said Nancy West, director of the Honors College. “This accomplishment is
a testament to Pari’s talent, intelligence and industry, and to Mary Jo’s inspiring mentorship of undergraduates.”

Both student and professor found participation in the program worthwhile.

“It is very rewarding to watch students grow and see them come up with something that they are interested in,” Muratore said.
“One advantage of the Honors Learning-by-Contract is the unlimited possibilities. There is so much that can be done.”

“I have such good memories of being both challenged and engaged” by the project, Jafari said.

For more information on Learning-by-Contract, visit the MU Honors College website (http://honors.missouri.edu).

 — Joshua Murray
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Distance learning with the help of Mizzou

A $1.3 million gift jump-started a new program that uses technology to further Mizzou’s land-grant mission to improve the quality
of life for Missouri residents.

Mizzou and many of the state’s community colleges have recently partnered to develop an occupational therapy assistant
program that is administered at community colleges, but taught by MU professors. Mizzou also is assisting Linn State Technical
College in expanding its existing physical therapist assistant program to accommodate other partnering colleges.

Rather than taking an online course, students gather at one of several community colleges throughout the state and tune in to an
interactive television broadcast class, led by a Mizzou professor, at MU.

The professor can see the students on his or her own screen, and answer any questions they may have throughout the lecture.
The professor meets with the students once a week at one of the campuses to complete a lab assignment. 

Because of a need for these professionals throughout the state, RehabCare, the corporate donor affiliated with health
professions, challenged MU to help deliver courses to as many occupational and physical therapy practitioners as possible, in the
shortest amount of time. The partnerships reached out to place-bound students in Missouri cities such as Sedalia and Moberly in
hopes that the courses would produce workers qualified to fill the open positions in these rural areas.

“We found there was a market niche out there,” said Terry Barnes, assistant provost for community college partnerships. “The
purpose was to leverage the existing distance education technology that Mizzou already owned and to figure out a way that we
could provide [it to obtain] more certified health professionals.”

Barnes said that the system is expensive to operate, so any one community college would be unable to provide the courses on
its own.

“They would have to have so many students each year that it would saturate the market with too many graduates,” he said.
“[Collaboration is] a way to control the output.”

Barnes said so far, the programs have produced impressive results. The first OTA class graduated in 2010, and all 27 graduates
received job offers.  Additionally, most received sign-on bonuses that helped pay for the cost of tuition. “That was a total surprise,”
Barnes said.

Program Director Lea Brandt said there are plans to expand the OTA program to other community college partners in 2013.

“It helps meet our land-grant mission,” she said. “The program also aligns with the service region mission of each of the
participating colleges, intended to help improve the lives and enhance the health of people in the state.”
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Babies born with intuitive sense, MU researcher says

INTUITIVE PHYSICS

Infants as young as two months old tested

While it may appear that infants are helpless creatures that only blink, eat, cry and sleep, one MU researcher says that studies
indicate infant brains come equipped with knowledge of “intuitive physics.”

Kristy vanMarle (http://bengal.missouri.edu/%7evanmarlek/), an assistant professor of psychological sciences
(http://psychology.missouri.edu/), studies infant knowledge by measuring the gaze of infants when they look at different kinds of
objects.

“We believe that infants are born with expectations about the objects around them,” vanMarle said, “even though that knowledge
is a skill that’s never been taught. As the child develops, this knowledge is refined and eventually leads to the abilities we use as
adults.”

In a review of related scientific literature from the past 30 years, vanMarle and Susan Hespos, an associate psychology professor
at Northwestern University, found that the evidence for intuitive physics occurs in infants as young as two months — the earliest
age at which testing can occur.

At that age, infants show an understanding that unsupported objects will fall and that hidden objects do not cease to exist,
vanMarle said. Scientific testing also has shown that by five months, infants have an expectation that non-cohesive substances
like sand or water are not solid.

In a previous publication, vanMarle found that children as young as 10 months consistently choose larger amounts when
presented with two different amounts of food substance.

“We believe that infants are born with the ability to form expectations, and they use these expectations basically to predict the
future,” vanMarle said.
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Legislators rouse alumni to action over state funding cuts

LEGISLATIVE FORUM

Reps. propose raising cigarette tax

Columbia legislators railed against state higher education cuts at the 10th annual Legislative Forum on Higher Education Jan. 26
at Harpo’s.

Legislators encouraged alumni to contact their representatives in order to put pressure on Gov. Jay Nixon’s proposal to cut 12.5
percent of appropriations to public universities and colleges for the fiscal year 2013.

“You should be livid about what’s cut now,” Sen. Kurt Schaefer, R-Columbia, told a crowd of about 90. “It’s a devastating cut for
the university.”

Reps. Mary Still, D-Columbia, and Chris Kelly, D-Columbia, said that, rather than cut higher education funds to help balance the
budget, the state needs to increase the cigarette tax and the corporate tax.

“There is no redeeming value in having the lowest cigarette tax in the country,” Still said. “We can add $400 million in revenue in
one year by having a reasonable tax.”

Still also proposed a tax on out-of-state Internet sales from Missouri businesses to raise funds. Currently, businesses are
required only to collect sales taxes if they sell to customers within a state.

Rep. Stephen Webber, D-Columbia, told alumni not to be timid in their fight against the funding cuts when contacting officials.

“We have to be lions,” said Webber, who is attending MU law school. “Lambs are getting eaten this year.”

The College of Arts & Science Alumni Organization and the Mizzou Legislative Network sponsored the forum.
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Owens to give State of the University address Friday

Interim UM System President Stephen J. Owens (http://www.umsystem.edu/president) will give the State of the University
address Friday during the curators meeting in Kansas City.

Owens will spend time talking about state funding cuts to the UM System.

The address will be audio-streamed live at 9 a.m. Friday on the UM System website (http://www.umsystem.edu/).

A transcript of the address will be posted in the UM System Speeches and Presentations archive
(http://umsystem.edu/president/speeches).
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Henrickson confirmed as UM System curator

Pamela Henrickson was confirmed Jan. 25 by the Missouri Senate to be a member on the UM System Board of Curators.
Henrickson, who was appointed by Gov. Jay Nixon to the board last summer, has been for several years general counsel for the
Missouri Division of Design and Construction. Hendrickson replaces Judith Haggard, who resigned Jan. 17, citing personal
reasons.
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Tough months ahead for higher ed, Moody’s report predicts

On Jan. 23, Moody’s Investors Service released its annual outlook report that included an analysis of higher education in
America.

The report states that the next 12 months to 18 months will be particularly challenging to a majority of public colleges and
universities dependent on state money, such as tthe University of Missouri.

Challenges will come from scrutiny from the public as well as state and federal governments on keeping tuition costs down even
as state funding to higher education shrinks in many states, the report said. Enrollment is also expected to rise at higher-rated
institutions, and decline at lower-rated institutions.

“Tuition levels are at a tipping point, and the cost of college will be a critical credit factor for universities to manage long-term,” the
report said.

The UM System Board of Curators meet today and Friday to discuss a possible tuition increase.
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Office for Financial Success to re-open

After renovations, the Office for Financial Success is re-opening Feb. 20 at 162 Stanley Hall.

The service is designed to offer individuals and families affordable advice and counseling in all areas of personal finance.

For more information, contact Amy Sanders at sandersal@missouri.edu, or call 884-5958. For an overview of the service, visit
pfp.missouri.edu/news.html.
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